Language is part of the network of knowledge
AAAL, March 2003, Richard Hudson (www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/dick/home.htm)

I must start with a profound apology for not being with you in person, and with thanks to Peter Robinson for pretending to be me for the next 30 minutes. I'm also extremely disappointed, as I was really looking forward to the discussion at this meeting.
	What I decided to do with my time was to present what seem to me to be the most important general claims which unite cognitive linguists. The choice to some extent reflects my own interests, but I have also tried to take account of your interests as applied linguists. My interest is in theoretical and descriptive linguistics, where I find the 'cognitive' approach illuminating; if we really want to study linguistic competence as knowledge, then our theory should build directly and explicitly on what psychologists know about knowledge. The result of my research over the last 20 years is a theory called Word Grammar, which fits very comfortably into the family of cognitive linguistics alongside Cognitive Grammar, Construction Grammar and others. The web site for Word Grammar is on the handout. http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/dick/wg.htm. 
	Your interest, I take it, is in the nature of second-language competence, so I shall pick out some possible consequences for you. Please bear in mind that I am just trying to be helpful; I don't pretend to know the SLA literature well, so my suggestions may well strike you as amateurish or even plain wrong. On the other hand, you may be able to see other links that I overlooked. If I can help you to evaluate the potential of cognitive linguistics for your work, I shall have succeeded.
	Here, then, are my seven general claims of cognitive linguistics. I believe they are all reasonably widely accepted among cognitive linguists, although the notation in my structure diagrams is specific to Word Grammar. On the other hand, they are all controversial in the wider world of theoretical linguistics, so they are important.

Claim 1.  Language is just knowledge of words. By this I mean that there's no natural boundary round language. Language is just the part of knowledge that deals with words, and in that respect it is like the part of knowledge that deals, say, with telephone numbers. There is no more point in asking where language really ends than in asking where telephone-number knowledge really ends. There are no facts, either in the external world or in our minds, which we could check in order to answer those questions.  For example, there's no natural boundary between the concepts that belong in linguistic semantics and those that belong in the encyclopedia - no point where a number of different features cluster together to define a natural boundary. It's true that we can distinguish extreme cases. The semantics of the word EVERY is very 'linguistic', while the age of the current president of the United States is very 'encyclopedic', but there is no natural boundary between them, and no point in trying to find one. I could make much the same general point about the other end of language, between phonology and phonetics, and even about the supposed boundary between syntax and discourse structure. At every point where we might expect a boundary round language, we find nothing. The Cognitive linguistics view is illustrated on the left in Figure 1, where knowledge is divided into sub-areas but no boundaries are suggested, in contrast with the traditional division of knowledge into boxes.  
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So what?  What does this mean for Second Language Acquisition? It means that SLA is just learning; there's nothing cognitively special about learning a second language - or indeed, about learning one's first language. It also predicts that instruction is as relevant in SLA as in other areas of learning - no less relevant, but also no more relevant. Nobody would suggest that you can learn to play the piano through instruction but no practice; but practice alone isn't enough either. This first claim also implies that interlanguage has just the same cognitive status as L1, though maybe not the same size.  L2, like L1, is just part of knowledge, as shown on the left in Figure (1a), in contrast with the box diagram on the right.
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Claim 2.  Language is a symbolic network. Here the main point is about the formal structure: it is a network, just like the rest of conceptual knowledge. But more specifically, it is a symbolic network, not a distributed one; what that means is that every node in the network represents a single concept - so in language we find one node per word, one per phoneme, one per meaning, and so on. So long as we stick to vocabulary I think this is probably fairly uncontroversial even in mainstream linguistics, because the evidence from psycholinguistics is so overwhelming. The main evidence is that our brains very clearly work by means of spreading activation, which only makes sense in a network where activation can spread from one node to its neighbours. When we perceive speech, activation spreads from sounds to words to meanings, and when we produce speech it spreads in the opposite direction, from meanings to words to sounds. The evidence for spreading activation comes from two main sources. The first is speech errors, where we replace a target form by one which is 'closely related' - in other words, by a form which is near to it in the topology of a network. The two forms may be close in terms of meaning - as when we say tomorrow but mean yesterday - or in terms of form, as when we say orgasm when we mean organism. The second source of evidence is from priming experiments, where one word primes other words in the sense of making them more accessible in memory. The words primed are again close to the prime in terms of network topology, so  doctor primes words that are closely related to it either in meaning, such as nurse, or in terms of pronunciation, such as dog.  Figure (2) illustrates a fragment of network which shows some of the links between the verb TALK and other words - links to its synonym SPEAK, its near-synonym CHAT, its derived noun TALK and the latter's near-synonym SPEECH, and to TALL which shares the same first two phonological segments. file_2.wmf
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The same kind of network structure is equally relevant for more general patterns such as those of morphology and syntax, as we shall see later; but there it is of course much more controversial in theoretical linguistics.
So what? If a language is a network, then so is an interlanguage. But now that we have lost the boxes and their boundaries, it is easy to see how intimately related the networks for L1 and L2 might be. There is some evidence that they share quite a lot - for example, intra-sentential code-switching seems to use shared categories such as the word classes, so if an English word requires a noun as its object, it makes no difference whether that noun is English or Spanish. Figure (2a) suggests how English and Spanish words might be integrated in the mind of a bilingual speaker. This figure introduces an important bit of Word Grammar notation: the little triangle. This sits under, or on, a super-category and links it to its sub-categories or members; for example, Verb is a sub-category of Word, and TALK is a sub-category of both Verb and English word. This 'isa' relation is the basis for all classification and generalisation, so it has its own special notation, whereas all other relations are shown just by a labelled arrow, like the arrows labelled 'meaning' which show that TALK and HABLAR are synonyms.
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Claim 3.  Categories show prototype effects. This is again a claim about formal properties of the system, which extends to language the well-known characteristics of other kinds of knowledge. "Prototype effects" are the inequalities that we all recognise among different examples of the same category. Members are not equal - some are 'better' than others. Some members are atypical (so penguins are atypical birds), and some items are borderline members (for example, ashtrays are borderline furniture). The reason why these effects arise is very simple: that's how the world is, and our minds are geared to coping with the messy world we actually live in, rather than with an imaginary one in which every category has necessary and sufficient conditions and clear boundaries. Once again we come back to the rejection of boundaries, which strikes me as an important general theme of cognitive linguistics. 
	How do our minds cope with prototype effects? By applying a rather loose kind of logic based on default inheritance and the Best Fit Principle. Default inheritance allows us to combine broad generalisations - the defaults - with exceptions which block them. This logic is very familiar indeed in traditional linguistics, where inflectional morphology flourishes on irregularities - for example, spoke is a less typical past-tense form than talked. But it runs right through language, and applies everywhere that we can distinguish a default pattern from an exceptional one. In syntax, for example, the order has he is less typical than he has. In general default inheritance is the cognitive alternative to transformations such as movement rules or to optimality competition. Figure (3) shows how the regular pattern for past-tense verbs - labelled simply Past - defines their form - the top right arrow to something which has two parts, the verb's stem and the {ed} suffix. However the past tense of SPEAK, labelled SPEAK:past, has a pre-defined irregular form {spoke}. The competition between the irregular {spoke} and the default {speaked} is resolved automatically by the logic of default inheritance.
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The Best Fit Principle is an old idea which goes back at least to AI in the 1960s, and says that you should always prefer the globally best classification even if it leads to local conflicts. Is a tomato a fruit or a vegetable? Well, it all depends on the context, so the Best Fit Principle leads to different classifications according to whether we are interested in it as food or as botany. I'll come back to this below.
	
So what? One prediction is that for pain-free SLA, you should learn defaults before exceptions and clear members before borderline members, because this will make it easy to induce the correct generalisations. Unfortunately we all know that this recommendation conflicts with other important ideas, and in particular with the principle of learning frequent items before rare ones. In any case, default inheritance is just common sense so you don't need cognitive linguists to tell you about it.

Claim 4. Knowledge of language is declarative. As Michel Achard says in his abstract, a language is "a structured inventory of conventional linguistic units", where each unit is an abstract pattern uniting meaning, syntax, phonology and so on. In other words, there are no procedures for doing things - "if you want to express this meaning, then make these noises"; or "if you hear these noises, construct this semantic representation". So there are no procedural rules - just stored patterns, which we apply to our experience by the Best Fit Principle which I mentioned just now. The value of this principle is in allowing us to link tokens to types, so in perception, we compare perceived tokens with stored types, and in production we work the other way, comparing planned tokens with stored types. The best evidence for both the declarative nature of language and the Best Fit Principle is that we can cope with deviance in either direction - with tokens that fit some type reasonably well in global terms, though not in a more local measure. Figure (4) illustrate this with a deviant, presumably L2, rendering of I spoke to you yesterday. We know that the past tense of SPEAK is {spoke}, but we're prepared to take speaked as an example of SPEAK: past because globally it fits that type better than any other. 
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In our own speech, the Best Fit Principle explains how we muddle through with imperfect knowledge in an imperfect world. For example, in matching words to meanings we are not expecting a perfect fit, so we settle for the best available compromise even if that requires some stretching of conventional meaning by metonymy or metaphor. 

So what? If our interlanguage is incomplete, we can fill the gaps by hook or by crook. For example, suppose an English speaker knows just three words of Spanish, espaol, hablar and no. This situation is presented in Figure (4a), where the syntax is provided by the English defaults; for example, we put no before hablar because this is the English default position for not (overridden in the special case of finite auxiliary verbs such as are not), and we position espaol so as to satisfy the default English position for objects. Since hablar isn't a finite verb it doesn't have to have a subject in this pseudo-Spanish any more than in English.
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Claim 5. The grammar includes the lexicon in a single homogeneous lexico-grammar. The point of this claim is to deny yet another boundary, the one between "the grammar" and "the vocabulary". It is true that some patterns are relatively general, and have traditionally been called "the grammar"; for instance, a finite verb must have a subject and a word follows the word on which it depends (i.e. phrases are head-initial). It is also true that others are relatively specific and have traditionally been called "the vocabulary"; for example, the sub-lexeme SPEAKlang needs an object, as in "He speaks English" but not "Does he speak English? Yes, he does speak."  But once again there is no natural boundary between these two extremes, and if they are both represented as declarative patterns, there is no formal difference either.  Figure (5) - which isn't numbered on the handouts - shows how the general and specific can be integrated into a single network. Right at the top is the head-initial rule (a word is before its dependent);  then below it is a slightly more specific rule for the subject's position, which overrides it; then down to the left, at Finite, we see that a finite verb's subject is obligatory - there must be precisely one of it. Meanwhile, the verb SPEAK has the sub-type SPEAKlang  whose object is obligatory. We combine all of these bits of information, ranging from general to specific, on any utterance of a finite form of SPEAKlang. There is no point in asking which of these bits of information came from the grammar and which from the lexicon - all that matters is that they all came from the language (and even that doesn't matter very much).  
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So what? I think Michel Achard is going to develop the implications of this claim by showing that lexical and grammatical instruction are surprisingly similar.

Claim 6. Meanings are embedded in culture. This may not be at all controversial among applied linguists, and it seems more a matter of common sense than of research; but it is highly controversial among more philosophically inclined linguists, who often imagine that the meaning of a word such as BACHELOR might somehow be something different from our cultural concept Bachelor. Cognitive linguists would (I think) agree in rejecting such a distinction, along with the similar distinction that I discussed earlier between "linguistic meaning" and "encyclopedic knowledge". Our claim is that at least some word meanings, and possibly all word meanings, are cultural concepts from general knowledge. Clear examples are 'bicycle' and 'party', whose semantic structures are suggested by the very incomplete diagrams in Figure (6). In other words, the concept that we use as the meaning of the word BIKE is the same as the one we use when recognising bicycles, riding bicycles, and so on; and its definition consists of all the links to other concepts such as Riding, Handlebars and so on; and similarly for Party. In case any evidence is needed for this view, we can point to the simple fact that translation is difficult because word meanings co-vary with culture.
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So what? It follows that there's no natural boundary between learning a second language and learning the corresponding culture. A very clear example would be learning the meaning of PARTY if your first language is Spanish, or of FIESTA if it's English. But of course we also find major variation between sub-cultures that think they speak the same language, so I suspect I have a very different concept for PARTY from my students; so the problems of SLA aren't that different from the problems of coping with life in a single language.

Claim 7. Language is based on usage. According to cognitive linguistics, we don't just acquire our first language, we learn it. And we don't just learn it, but we wallow in it and store it in massive quantities. We might call it massive learning. Almost all of language is learned - there may possibly be a very small innate component specific to language, but nobody has any idea what if anything it might be and the vast majority of our language network is built by induction from experience of specific tokens of speech. One consequence is that our linguistics competence includes traces of these concrete experiences, complete with contextual information about speakers and situations; this is how we learn inter-speaker variation and style differences. We certainly memorise some tokens, so we can say where we first heard a word (or where we last heard it).  Perhaps most importantly, our experience of usage is reflected by degrees of 'entrenchment' based on frequency and recency - the differences which show very clearly in psychological tests for frequency effects and recency effects. More frequent and more recent words are easier to access than those that we have heard less often and less recently. Not surprisingly, then, we find clear evidence (courtesy of Michael Tomasello) that children learn verb patterns piecemeal, as shown in Figure (7). This is the state of knowledge of an imaginary child who has memorised the utterances He speaks so nicely and Nobody speaks like her, and has isolated two words called SPEAKS. From these two words, as well as others, the child has induced the type SPEAK:singular - the singular of SPEAK - and two more general word types: the lexeme SPEAK and the inflection Singular. Of course once these general types are established they can be used in learning other new words, but the general idea is that children learn patterns for individual verbs before they construct more general categories.
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So what? SLA is different at least to the extent that the first language's categories are already available, as I suggested earlier.  These first-language categories may be a help or a hindrance, but they will certainly be relevant. Another difference is in the sheer quantity of experience, as well as in the quality of the experience. All these differences are obvious and much studied, but a usage-based theory of language acquisition accommodates them all and makes testable predictions. One prediction is that learning should be less successful in traditional classroom-based teaching than in immersion situations, and no doubt this prediction is confirmed by research. But this leaves the Big Question of whether formal instruction can compensate. How does explicit knowledge interact with implicit? I don't think cognitive linguistics has anything specific to say about this, except that it sounds like yet another boundary waiting to be denied.

